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prepossessing, while his head, with its queer, dusky hair cropped
almost as close as No-man's own, struck our friend now as if it
were formed not so much of a metallic substance, as his earlier
impression of it had been, as of some massed weight of cloudy
mist, solidified into human lineaments.
"Yes, I've seen," he remarked quietly, but with a tone, a
weight, a volume of power behind his words which made them
more significant than their actual content. "Yes, I've seen that
Minerva. It's clearly a votive offering; but it doesn't in the
least mean that the temple was Minerva's. But why don't you
speak of the other votive image they dug up! That had nothing
to do with Minerva or with Rome either!"
The unusual elderberry wine had by this time so affected
the whole party that there was quite an emotional tension in
Thuella's studio as the man spoke. The picture on the easel
looked in the lamplight as if it were a representation of some
huge astronomical catastrophe.
But the two daughters of Teucer Wye now demanded si-
multaneously what the other "votive offering" was to which he
alluded!
Uryen's massive features composed themselves like a dark
stream on the surface of which an unknown animal has been
swimming, leaving curious ripples. "It's a three-horned bull,"
he said, "with two human torsos impaled on its horns and an-
other one transfixed on its up-curving tail. It is one of those
things," he said, "that go deeper into life than anything in
your Dad's Plato. You've had, Mr. No-man, haven't you"—
and the man turned courteously, but a little wearily, to our
friend, as if he were tired of having to justify himself by argu-
ment—"visions of life that suggest our being impaled on the
horns and tail of darkness ? I don't want to frighten any of you
girls—especially Nance who's so terribly superstitious—but
those horns and that tail, carrying those three half-men, seem
to me	Well! It's not classical symbolism anyway, it goes
back further; and when you talk of science you must remember
that these things are like dark-finned fish embedded in ice. They
have life in them that can be revived. And I must say this to
you, Mr. Cask: it is not science that can revive them. But go on
with your excavations. I saw the place last summer when your
friends were at work. They> and the scratchings they made,
were—but I don't want to be insulting. Go on with your exca-

